
Keenen Milton 08/04/74 - ... 
 
This is not an obituary or an emotional outcry. This is a 
celebration of a single skater who influenced and inspired 
an entire generation of skateboarders from across the 
globe. Keenan Milton was snatched up from this world 
before the session was over but his memory lives on. It’s 
been 10 years since his untimely passing and 
skateboarding still misses its brother from a different 
mother.  
 
Let’s take a minute to remember Keenan and imagine 
what skateboarding would be like today if fate hadn’t dealt 
him such a bum card. Keenan forever. 
 

1. Style is of the essence: Keenan was a smooth operator on his skateboard. 
Watching his Chocolate Tour section for the upteenth time, you still can’t 
fathom the speed and swagger that Keenan carried on his board.  

2. Fila fly gear: Keenan flew the Fila flag when he fakie 360 flipped that bench 
in 20 Shot Sequence. If he was around today, Fila would be a legit sports 
brand to be seen sweating in at the spot rather than the apparel of choice for 
gypsies lurking outside Milano train station. 

3. More Gino: Gino Ianucci and Keenan Milton are the undisputed tag team 
champions of street skating. Like MC Hammer said “You can’t touch this!” 
When Keenan passed, you couldn’t help but feel the wind slip from the sails 
of his partner in style, Gino. Gino’s still got it, but if Keenan was around we’d 
be trumps in those dope Lockwood lines they stringed together. 

4. Switch bitch: Kids today skate every which way, but back in 1994 skaters 
were still struggling to push switch. Keenan had natural talent for riding his 
board back to front. He demonstrated quality over quantity and produced a 
body of work that was 99% switchstance. The remaining 1% was nollie. 
Keenan’s switch flip over the bench at the end of his Mouse section was 
designed by God and hand delivered by Jesus H. Christ himself.  

5. Royal Flush: Queensbridge rapper Royal Flush can thank Keenan Milton for 
the success of his debut album Ghetto Millionaire. Maybe if Keenan was still 
switch crooking to the New York rapper’s beats, Flush would be cutting the 
checks over at Def Jam. 

6. Hot Chocolate: Despite the tribute section in Yeah Right, Hot Chocolate was 
the first video where Keenan’s presence was sorely missed. A documentary of 
sorts, Hot Chocolate suffers a serious bout of the vert button with the endless 
spoken word intervals. If Keenan were in the van, bunking with Chris Roberts 
or freestyling with Chico Brenes things would have been a lot more 
“chocolaty”.  

7. S.K.A.T.E.: Anyone aged 30 or above remembers an audio-visual reference 
tool named 411 Video Magazine. Pre-dating the ADD inducing webclip 
generation, 411VM served as a testament to the times of what was hot and 
what was not on a monthly basis. Keenan featured in a short-lived Cribs spin-
off entitled Roomies where the filmer spent a day at home with Keenan, Gino 
and Eric Pupecki. The highlight of this section was the friendly game of 
S.KA.T.E. between three moguls of steez. No rules, no whistles, no prize. Just 



fun. And a complimentary thrashing on the Playstation for good measure. 
Smoke that Steve. 

8. Smiles for miles: Judging by encounters and stories everyone has of Keenan 
Milton, he was a really positive person to be with. His smile and laugh could 
melt ice and if his positive vibe was felt today, skateboarding wouldn’t have to 
suffer the likes Forrest Edwards frowning on bro-hugs. 
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